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Factor analysis is a popular approach to modelling covariance matrices. Letting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Expandable factor analysis combines the representational strengths of Bayesian approaches with the computational benefits of penalized likelihood methods. The multi-scale generalized double Pareto prior is concentrated near low-rank matrices; in particular, a high probability is placed around matrices with rank $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2. Expandable factor analysis {#SEC2}
=============================

2.1. Factor analysis model {#SEC2.1}
--------------------------
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2.2. Multi-scale generalized double Pareto prior {#SEC2.2}
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The first three properties are related to nonconcave variable selection ([@B9]). Properties (b) and (d) together ensure existence of a column index after which all estimated loadings are identically zero. Automatic relevance determination and multiplicative gamma process priors satisfy (d) but fail to satisfy (b). No existing prior for loadings matrices satisfies properties (a)--(d) simultaneously ([@B7]; [@B5]; [@B14]).
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The proof is given in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, along with the other proofs.
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3. Estimation algorithm {#SEC3}
=======================

3.1. Expectation-maximization algorithm {#SEC3.1}
---------------------------------------
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3.2. Estimating parameters using a convex objective function {#SEC3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------
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Estimation algorithm for expandable factor analysis.
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5. Data analysis {#SEC5}
================

5.1. Set-up and comparison metrics {#SEC5.1}
----------------------------------
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5.2. Simulated data analysis {#SEC5.2}
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![Rank estimate averaged across simulation replications for the methods of [@B6] (crosses), [@B11] (squares), [@B18] varimax-free version (empty circles), [@B18] varimax version (filled circles) and [@B20] (diamonds), as well as our estimation algorithm (triangles). In each panel the horizontal grey line represents the true number of factors; error bars represent Monte Carlo errors.](asx030f1){#F1}
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![Root mean square error averaged across simulation replications for the methods of [@B11] (squares), [@B18] varimax-free version (empty circles), [@B18] varimax version (filled circles) and [@B20] (diamonds), as well as our estimation algorithm (triangles). Error bars represent Monte Carlo errors.](asx030f2){#F2}

![True positive rate averaged across simulation replications for the methods of [@B11] (squares), [@B18] varimax-free version (empty circles), [@B18] varimax version (filled circles) and [@B20] (diamonds), as well as our estimation algorithm (triangles). Error bars represent Monte Carlo errors.](asx030f3){#F3}

![False discovery rate averaged across simulation replications for the methods of [@B11] (squares), [@B18] original version (empty circles), [@B18] varimax version (filled circles) and [@B20] (diamonds), as well as our estimation algorithm (triangles). Error bars represent Monte Carlo errors.](asx030f4){#F4}

5.3. Microarray data analysis {#SEC5.3}
-----------------------------

We used gene expression data on ageing in mice from the AGEMAP database ([@B21]). There were 40 mice aged 1, 6, 16 and 24 months in this study. Each age group included five male and five female mice. Tissue samples were collected from 16 different tissues, including the cerebrum and cerebellum, for every mouse. Gene expression levels in every tissue sample were measured on a microarray platform. After normalization and removal of missing data, gene expression data were available for all 8932 probes across 618 microarrays. We used a factor model to estimate the effect of latent biological processes on gene expression variation.

AGEMAP data were centred before analysis following [@B16]. Gene expression measurements were represented by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n_{\rm T}$\end{document}$ denotes the number of samples in the training data. [@B16] found that factor estimates for the tissue samples from cerebrum and cerebellum, respectively, had bimodal densities. We used the density function in R with default settings to obtain kernel density estimates of the factors. Hirose and Yamamoto's method and both versions of Roǎková and George's method estimated the number of factors as 10, which made the results challenging to interpret. The method of Witten et al. recovered bimodal densities in all four factors for both tissue samples, but it was unclear which of these four factors corresponded to the factor estimated by [@B16]. Our method estimated the number of factors to be 1 and recovered the bimodal density in both tissue samples.
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Appendix {#SECA}
========

Assumptions {#SECA.1}
-----------

Assumptions A0--A4 follow from the theoretical set-up for high-dimensional factor models in [@B13]. Assumption 5 is based on results in [@B23] for variable selection.
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